EUROPEAN CHESS CLUB CUP
CHAMPIONS CROWNED
Teams of Mednyi Vsadnik Saint Petersburg and team of Cercle d’Echecs de
Monte-Carlo have become the Winners of 34th European Chess Club Cup and
23rd European Chess Club Cup, respectively.
The Closing Ceremony of the event took place yesterday with attendance of FIDE
President, Mr. Arkady Dvorkovich, President of European Chess Union, Mr. Zurab
Azmaiparashvili, ECU Vice Presidents, Mr. Ivan Sokolov and Mr. Adrian
Mikhalchishin, ECU Secretary General, Mr. Theodoros Tsoratzoglou, FIDE Vice
President, Mrs. Anastasia Sorokina and Vice Governor of Halkidiki, Ioannis
Giorgos.

In both sections, the winners were determined in the last round of the event. In
Open section, 5 teams were running for the medal, with Valerenga who was the
sole leader just before the round 7 when the leaders played between each other,
with a direct match for the top between Valerenga and Mednyi Vsadnik St.
Petersburg.

After Rodshtein Maxim defeated the captain of Valerenga, Borki Predojevic, and
Fedoseev Vladimir made a victory against Grandelius Nils who was Valerenga’s
hero of the 6th round, the result was 3-1 in advantage for Mednyi Vsadnik with
clear positions on the other boards. After peaceful end of match between Svidler
Peter and Carlsen Magnus, Mednyi Vsadnik St. Petersburg officially came on the
top, but two other matches were played for the same result.

The team of AVE Novy Bor defeated Odlar Yurdu thanks to victories of Navara
David and Laznicka Victor to reach the same number of match points, but
according to the additional criteria, AVE Novy Bor ended on the second place
with silver medal.

Four teams tied for the third place: Molodezhka, Obiettivo Risarcimento Padova,
Valerenga Sjakklubb and Alkaloid, but tiebreaks favoured Molodezhka, who
became the bronze medalist of the 34th European Chess Club Cup.
Final Standings- Open Section

The Winner of Women Section was determined in the direct playoff match for gold
in the last round of the Championship between European Women Chess Club Cup
Champion 2016- Cercle d’Echecs de Monte-Carlo and European Women Chess
Club Cup Champion 2017- Nona chess club. Nona needed a victory to defend the
title from the last year, since Cercle d’Echecs achieved more match points before
entering the fight in the playoffs. The match ended in a draw with two draws and
after Muzychuk Anna won against Dzagnidze Nana, and Batsiashvili Nino
defeated Cramling Pia.

After loss in the last round, Nona chess club finished the event with silver medals.

The third place and bronze medalist was determined in another playoff match
played between Russian teams SSHOR and Ugra. With draws on all boards, the
match ended in a tie, and team of Ugra ended on the third place.
Final Standings- Women Section

The event took place from 11th-19th October in Porto Carras, Greece,
with participation of 73 chess clubs, represented by players coming from 47
European federations.
The total prize fund of the event was 40.000 EUR with 22.000 EUR reserved for
the Men’s competition and 13.000 EUR reserved for the Women’s competition.
The rest of 5.000 EUR was distributed to the best individual players with the best
board results.
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